ABSTRACT A common case in location problem is that the terminal is unstable or moving. The classical methods construct equations related to the measurements observed at the individual receivers first, and then solves the problem to localize the source. In this paper, we focus on the moving transmitter localization problem using only one station. The thinking of inverse synthesis aperture is implied, which takes advantage of the motion model to increase the equivalent aperture for higher accuracy. The proposed method formulates the problem through the angle of arrival and Doppler frequency measurements that are obtained from independent observations. After pseudo linearization by ignoring higher order noise terms, the estimator of position and velocity is easily solved through weighted least squares method. The bias reduction (BR) is utilized for lower bias and better root-mean-square error (RMSE). Using the result of BR as an initial solution, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is realized through Gauss-Newton iteration. Theoretical analysis verifies that the BR estimator is efficient, which has Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) accuracy if the noise level is mild. While MLE attends CRLB in higher noise situation albeit the possible divergence problem. Simulations indicate the feasibility and validate the advocated performance. The RMSE and bias match the theory very well.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important problem in communication, navigation, seismology and internet of things is determining the location of radiating source by passive receivers [1] . In the past few decades, this problem has been extensively studied and many methods have been proposed [2] , [3] .
Classical localization methods utilize intermediate parameters estimated from the received signals to determine the location, e. g., time of arrival (TOA) [4] , angle of arrival (AOA) [5] , time difference of arrival (TDOA) [6] - [8] , and Doppler shift or frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) [9] - [12] for relative moving source and receivers. So they are called two-step methods in some literature [13] , [14] . For improving the location accuracy of these methods, a series of hybrid schemes are proposed [15] - [17] . It is introduced in [15] that a simple closed-form method for the 3D point source with TDOA and AOAs has been proposed, which can attain the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) under Gaussian noise. Reference [16] implies this weighted least square (WLS) method to TOA and AOAs case which combined a passive and an active stations.
For decades of years, the moving target localization has been well studied. An algebraic solution for the position and velocity of a moving source using the TDOAs and FDOAs is proposed in [9] . In the presence of random errors in receiver locations, reference [10] performs analysis and develops a solution for locating a moving source using TDOA and FDOA measurements. Exploiting the multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis, [18] presents an accurate and closedform solution for the position and velocity of a moving target through TDOA and FDOA measurements collected by an array of passive sensors. Reference [12] resorts to semidefinite relaxation (SDR) to convert the optimization problem to convex semidefinite programming then solving by CVX 1 directly. Reference [11] handles the constrained weighted least squares (CWLS) problem that is established through TDOA and FDOA measurements by Newton's method. It results CRLB performance even a sufficiently high noise level before the thresholding effect occurs. In the passive radar system, a two-stage weighted least squares (2WLS) based method is developed using time delay and Doppler shift in [19] , which achieves the CRLB in theory.
However, the methods above are for multiple receivers system. The researches on localizing a moving source by single receiver are less studied. It is the first time that a Direct Position Determination (DPD) method for multiple transmitters based on the single moving array has been proposed in [20] . But that paper, including others exploiting Doppler information [13] , [21] , only considers the motion of receivers where the transmitters are stationary. Moving receivers not only obtain additional measurements such as Doppler frequency, but also increase the equivalent aperture of an antenna. This has been validated in Synthesis Aperture Radar (SAR) [22] - [24] . Similarly, Inverse Synthesis Aperture Radar (ISAR) achieves a similar purpose while surveilling moving targets using fixed receiver [25] . We could extend this thinking exploited in ISAR imaging to localization problem to estimate the position and track a moving target. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, we have not come across a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) that is to handle a single station localization scenario. This paper focuses on the moving transmitter localization problem based on single station. We imply the thinking of ISA to localization and develop several single station localization methods for moving transmitter. The proposed algorithms estimate the initial position and velocity through AOA and Doppler frequency measurements obtained from independent observations. We validate that weighted total least squares (WTLS) has poor accuracy in even moderate signalto-noise ratio (SNR) first. Then an improved bias reduction (BR) method that reduces the bias efficiently is derived. Using the BR solution as the initial value, the associated MLE is realized through Gauss-Newton iteration. Theoretical analysis in details in terms of the mean-square error (MSE) and bias are provided subsequently. The MSE analytical results illustrate that both BR and MLE are able to attain the CRLB performance in position and velocity at a mild noise level with appropriate snapshots and observations. The theoretical bias predicts the solution performance well. The initial solution is analytic-form. And the iteration of MLE will converge rapidly if the initial value is close to the true value. It is less computation complexity and time consumption than grid searching method such as DPD.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section II formulates the signal model and the problem. The WTLS solution is discussed in the first subsection of Section III to show its limitation. The improvement of bias reduction and MLE are proposed in the next two subsections. Section IV analyzes the theoretical performance via MSE and bias. Then the analytical MSE results are compared with CRLB. Simulations are outlined in Section VI and Section VII concludes this paper. Following the convention, this paper uses unified symbols and notations defined in Table 1 .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a narrow band signal transmitter moving from the initial position
The signal is observed by a stationary station located at q = [x s , y s ] T , which equips an array with M elements. And the element spacing is not more than half the wavelength. The source range is far enough so that plane-wave assumption is satisfied. The observing time T s is short enough so that position and velocity can be assumed temporarily stationary during the observing. The scenario is shown in Fig. 1 .
The k-th interrupted signal started at time t k after down conversion the frequency is, with known carrier wave, 
where
represents the position while the k-th observation. λ is the wavelength of the carrier. The vector η k (t) represents the complex Gaussian noise with zero-mean including multipath and interference, which is assumed independent across transmit bands, time, and array elements. k = 1, 2, · · · , K , and K is the total observation number. For a linear array, a k (ψ o ) could be represented as
where d 1 , · · · , d M are the distances between the reference element and others. Without losing of generality, we chose the first element as the reference, where
The received signal (1) is sampled by a sequence t n = n/f s ,
f s is sample frequency. Stacking the snapshots in a vector form gives
Equation (8) is called a frame which includes N samples. We are interested in estimating the source initial location using the received signals. Tracking is direct according the motion model.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Traditional location methods usually estimate the intermediate parameters first, then localize the source using these results. In this problem, we can measurement the AOA and Doppler first in terms of the received signal (1) . Plenty of researches have been developed on AOA [26] - [29] and Doppler [30] - [32] estimating. We can get the required parameters for localization through these methods. To limit our scope, the rest of this section only discusses how to use these intermediate parameters to estimate the position and velocity. For simplicity, it is assumed that the interested source is constant speed [33] .
Denoting the estimation of AOA and (2) and (5), where (ψ) has been neglected. The AOA and Doppler are assumed independent. Taking tangent on the both sides of (5), after simplifying yields
Under the constant speed assumption, we have
Applying (11) to (10),
where u o k is unit vector given by
equation (2) can be written as
In the presence of noise, the measurements can be expressed as their true value adding the noise,
Applying
to (13) and (14) results
Substituting (19) and (20) to (10) and (15) reaches
Stacking (21a) and (21b) together across all K measurements yields
The vector h and matrices G, B are
and
The unknown ψ o is linear in the equation error expression (23) and we can apply the least-squares criterion to obtain the solution. In order to balance the errors from different rows of (23) , the weighting matrix is introduced, leading to the weighted least-squares minimization criterion. Thus, finding ψ o is solving the quadratic optimization problem
is the weighting matrix.
A. WTLS BASED SOLUTION
Equation (30) is a WLS problem. However, G is ill-posed since the near-linearity between its columns, solving (30) by WLS will result to unreliable performance. We resort to weighted total least squares (WTLS), which has the ability to restrain the perturbation of G, to minimize the noise of both G and h. Constructing an augmented matrix
the problem in (30) becomes
where is a diagonal matrix constructed by the singular value of G T W G. Let ν be the right singular vector corresponding to the minimum singular value. The estimator of position and velocity is given by
The weighting matrix in (34) depends on the true position and velocity that are not known in practice. To handle this problem, we can instead (31) by Q −1 to obtain an initial estimate for the source position and velocity. For implementation purpose, it is reasonable to replace the true AOA and Doppler values in B by their measurements. Then applying the initial estimate, together with the angle and Doppler measurements, the weighting matrix can be computed via (22) , (28) and (31) . Updating W one or two times is sufficient.
B. BIAS REDUCTION
Usually the WTLS restraining the perturbation is able to reduce bias. However, it is not sufficient to handle our problem. Simulation results ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) show that WTLS has the thresholding effect when SNR is lower than 6 dB due to the bias increases rapidly, which dominants the rootmean-square error (RMSE). Therefore, it is necessary to find a solution reducing the bias further. It should be noted that the bias reduction method is proposed for TDOA location problem for the first time in [34] . Following the idea reaches our solution.
Noting that G contains measurement noise, it is decomposed as
G and h are defined by (91)-(94). Then putting (36) to the cost function in the optimization problem (33), a transformed form is obtained,
Equation (38) shows that the noise term G perturbs the cost function we minimized, which results the large bias in solutions. Since θ and f are assumed zero-mean, the expectation of the last term is zero. Taking expectation of (38), we obtain
To eliminate the perturbation by the second term of (39), we shall constrain it constant. Therefore, the problem (33) is transformed to find ψ through
The expression of is detailed in Appendix A. Constructing the Lagrangian and differentiating it, then setting the result to zero yield
where ξ is the Lagrange multiplier. Hence the solution is the generalized eigenvector of the pair { G T W G, } that minimize the cost function defined in (33) . Dividing the first 4 elements by the last, the final solution is
The weighting matrix W can be set as Q −1 instead of (31) to obtain an initial estimate. Then applying this result, together with the measurements, W can be updated via (22) , (28) and (31) . Iterating one or two times is sufficient. The rest problem is that P 1 , P 2 and P 3 rely on the true AOA. Replacing the true angle by the measurements and the lost in performance is negligible.
C. MLE
The theoretical covariance analyzed in Section IV-B.1 is proved matching the CRLB in Appendix B. Nevertheless, it requires sufficient SNR or small noise. The MLE is proposed to improve the performance in low SNR case. We apply the result supplied by Subsection III-B as the initial value to get the MLE. The estimator is the minimizer of the cost function
whereγ (ψ) is the reconstructed measurements according to (2) and (5) by replacing the true position and velocity with the optimization variable γ . A common approach for solving this problem is through iteration using the Gauss-Newton method. Denoting ψ (0) is the initial solution, taking Taylor-series expansion ofγ (ψ) at ψ (0) and keeping up the first order terms give a quadratic approximation of J ML . Differentiating it with respect to ψ and setting the result to zero yield the GaussNewton iterative equation for solving the unknown,
where i = 1, 2, · · · , and
The expression of K i is given by (49)- (51) replacing the true value with the iterated ψ (i) .
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we shall provide the CRLB for both position and velocity, which investigates the performance of the estimators from those methods. The covariance analysis is first order where the higher order noise term are ignored and it is valid over the small error region only. The bias evaluation is up to the second order noise terms.
A. CRLB
We start from angle and Doppler measurements for the proposed, where their estimation performance is discussed in Appendix C. The CRLB is given by [35] 
The expression of the partial derivative of γ o with respect to
The r o k in (50) and (52) is p o k − q .
B. COVARIANCE AND BIAS 1) BR SOLUTION
The perturbation method is utilized in this subsection to analyze the covariance and bias of the proposed BR algorithm. Denoting the solution of (40) is ψ , thus we have
is the last element of ψ . The equation error at this solution is
has been used. Leť
Following the similar steps from (36) to (40), we shall solve the problem
has been applied. So the noise ofǦ is, after comparing with (55),
The expression ofˇ iš
whereˇ is a scaler whose value is not important for the following derivation. Differentiating the Lagrangian of (57) and equaling it to zero yield
G T WǦ can be expressed as a block matrix
Putting (63) back to (62) and considering only the first 4 rows,
Dividing both sides by the last element of ψ and using
Since
Denote
Under the small noise conditions, we have the Neumann approximation [36] (H 1 + G oT W G)
Putting (70) to (68), the error vector of the solution is
where Gψ o − h = γ has been used. The bias is given by the expectation of (71)
The expectation at the right side is
where q 1 and q 2 are column vectors formed by the diagonal elements of
respectively, and
P 1 and P 2 are given by (92a) and (92b). The covariance is
where the noise terms higher than second order are neglected. Appendix B proves that the theoretical covariance (76) is equal to the CRLB given by (47) to (51) in Section IV-A under the small noise conditions where
2) MLE
The bias and covariance of a column vector estimation from minimizing a cost function is summarized in [37] . We follow this work to evaluate the performance of the proposed MLE. The estimate of ψ implies
whereψ is the estimated value. Taking Taylor series expansion of the right side yields
whereγ is the angle and Doppler corresponding to the estimationψ. The gradient vector and Hessian matrix evaluated at the true value are
Combining (79), (80a) and (80b) gives the bias
and covariance
where the right side of (82) is the CRLB. Therefore,
holds when the small noise conditions (77) are satisfied.
V. ACCELERATION SITUATION
In the previous sections, we have discussed the situation that the velocity is constant. We shall extend the proposed methods to a more complex case that the velocity is uneven and the motion direction is changing in this section. Let's represent the acceleration as α. The position and velocity at the k-th observation are
Substituting (84a) and (84b) to (10) and (15) and following the steps from (16) to (20), we obtain similar expressions as in (21a) and (21b), where
Stacking the equations into a matrix form, we reach (23), where h is given by (24) where
The WTLS method is the same as Section III-A. Some slight changes will make the BR and MLE suitable for use to this case:
(i) For the BR solution, the matrix is related to the acceleration. In terms of the changes of h, P 3 in (94) shall be
The rest of steps are the same as Section III-B presented.
(ii) For the MLE, incorporating acceleration leads to different K i in (46). Replacing the v o on the right side by
We shall clarify the performance analysis for this situation. Using (88) instead of (52), we obtain the CRLB for nonconstant velocity source. The covariance and bias derivation is still applicable, after the changes in solutions are made.
VI. SIMULATIONS
Numerical simulations have been performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The results are displayed in terms of the RMSE and bias. The WTLS based method, the bias reduction solution and the MLE are represented by WTLS, BR and MLE respectively. The number of ensemble runs is 1000. Without loss of generality, the coordinate origin is set at the observation station. The time interval between two adjacent observations is chosen randomly from the uniform distribution on (0, 2). The receiving antenna is a VOLUME 6, 2018 
A. CONSTANT VELOCITY
The transmitter location determination is based on 32 frames of the signal (K = 32), and each frame includes 64 samples (N = 64). The observing time is T s = 6.4 ms for each frame, which is sufficiently short that we can consider the source is temporarily stable. The interval between two adjacent observations is generated randomly with a uniform number generator on the interval (0, 2). The SNR varies from -21 dB to 21 dB. Fig. 2 illustrates the position and velocity estimation performance. The WTLS attends both CRLBs of p and v after the SNR increasing to 18 dB. The thresholding effect appears if the SNR is lower than 6 dB. The BR reduces the bias and shows better accuracy than WTLS. Its RMSE achieves CRLB after 9 dB. The MLE is the best and always gives the CRLB performance before diverging. However, like other iterative methods, the result relies on a precious initial solution. The MLE diverges if the SNR lower than -12 dB.
It is shown that the RMSE of WTLS is far away from the corresponding CRLBs in larger noise case from the figures above. To figure out the reason, we plot the biases of p and v in Fig. 3 . These results verify the reason of deviating CRLB that the bias becomes very large and dominates the RMSE when the SNR is low. BR reduces the bias efficiently so the RMSE is much lower than WTLS especially at low SNR case. MLE has bias much less than that of these two closed-form methods but faces the possible divergence problem. And the simulation results match the theory well. Fig. 4 illustrates the performance as the snapshot increases. SNR is fixed at -9 dB. Others are set as above. It verifies that MLE remains to reach the CRLB performance when the N is above 48. BR is better than WTLS since it reduces the bias as shown in Fig. 5 . Also, insufficient snapshots result to a large bias in WTLS and its RMSE diverges. The MLE validates its advancement on both RMSE and bias. To clarify the relationship with observation frames that determine the equivalent aperture, we fix N = 64 and SNR = −9 dB. In this example, each observation frame is equalinterval, namely t k = (k − 1)t 0 where t 0 = 1 is the interval. Other parameters are the same as Fig. 2 . It is demonstrated in Fig. 6 that the performance is improved as K is varied over [8, 128] . The WTLS diverges when K < 32 because of the large bias. The BR reduces this bias as we expect so its accuracy is better than WTLS. However, both of them do not achieve CRLB. The MLE realizes CRLB performance after K 24, albeit the non-robustness when K is less. The biases are given in Fig. 7 . Again, MLE outperforms the others and match the analytical result.
For more detailed performance evaluations of the proposed methods. we apply the same configuration as before but with different ranges and speeds, where K = 32, N = 64 and t k is set as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are the results as the source range varies, where the speed is fixed at 15 m/s. Both the RMSE and bias for all methods increase as the source range increases. The WTLS diverges when the range is large than 4000 m, while the MLE is able to attend the CRLB accuracy until 5000 m. Although the BR solution can't reach the CRLB after 1000 m, it doesn't suffer the divergence problem as the range increased to 7000 m. The estimation bias as the source range increases is illustrated in Fig. 9 , with the theoretical bias derived in Section IV included. The MLE gives the theoretical performance and has the smallest bias before divergence occurs. The bias of WTLS increases rapidly when the range is larger than 4500 m. The BR method has bias much larger than the MLE, but it is more robust. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 demonstrate the estimation performance by fixing the source range at 1000 m while increasing the speed. Again, the MLE behaves the best for both RMSE and bias as expected. However, it diverges if the speed is not sufficiently fast, such as lower than 6 m/s in this simulation. The WTLS is the worst, and its RMSE becomes very significant due to the large bias if the speed is less than 6 m/s. The BR method is stable as the speed varies, and it almost reaches the CRLB if the speed is larger than 18 m/s. But its bias is much larger than the MLE. These results are not unexpected because faster source gives a larger equivalent aperture if the observation time is the same.
B. NOISY VELOCITY
The velocity cannot be maintained as constant in practice. In such a case the proposed solution provides the mean of the actual velocity over the observation period. Assume that the VOLUME 6, 2018 
where is Gaussian random noise with zero mean and covariance σ 2 v I. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the estimation performance of the position and mean velocity value where σ 2 v = 0.1 (m/s) 2 . The other parameters are set the same as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The MLE provides CRLB performance when the SNR is lower than 6 dB before it diverges. After the SNR increases above 6 dB, the model error is significant, where all three methods reach constant RMSE of the estimates since the non-constant velocity distorts the results. As we expect, the MLE has the smallest bias, while the BR lower the bias than WTLS. It is interesting that the bias of BR is lower than MLE when the SNR = 21 dB. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 illustrate the performance when the SNR is fixed at 0 dB. The velocity noise power varies from 2 −20 (m/s) 2 to 4 (m/s) 2 . The other parameters are set as above. The MLE keeps the best RMSE and bias for both position and velocity estimates. The performance deviates from the CRLB if σ 2 v > 2 −6 (m/s) 2 , and it diverges after the noise increases over 1 (m/s) 2 . The BR solution is better than that of WTLS. It performs similarly with to MLE after σ 2 v > 2 −4 (m/s) 2 . Again, the proposed BR and MLE methods provide CRLB accuracy if the velocity noise is small.
C. ACCELERATED MOTION
Next we shall verify the performance while the velocity is uneven and changing direction, where the acceleration is constant. The initial speed is v = 8 m/s, where the original moving direction is 73 deg as above. For simplicity, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 present the RMSE and bias result while the SNR increases. The plots are similar to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The proposed MLE reaches the CRLB accuracy when the SNR is above -6 dB, and the bias matches the theory well. It outperforms both WTLS and BR before the iteration diverges. The BR estimator has no divergence problem, which has lower bias and approaches the CRLB better than WTLS.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed three single station localization methods for moving transmitter. The thinking of inverse synthesis aperture is utilized to increase the equivalent aperture, which realizes the single station localization and improves the accuracy. We illustrate the method based on WTLS results large bias first so that a bias reduction method has been developed. This BR solution attends CRLB under the small noise condition. Then the Gauss-Newton iteration method resulting of MLE is implied to improve the accuracy further. This MLE shows its advantages in both RMSE and bias. Simulations validate the expected performance. One of the limitations is that this two-steps method ignore the constraint that all measurements are correlative, which distorts the performance. The further study may manage to handle this problem. The challenging scenario is uneven velocity and changing the direction of motion. In such a situation, the proposed methods can only give the average velocity and requires the detection of motion changes. Three methods are applicable for accelerated motion after some changes if the acceleration is known. A better problem formulation that takes such a scenario into account may provide better results. This is a subject for further study.
APPENDIX A EXPRESSION OF (41)
Substituting (37) to (41),
The expressions of G and h are given by, after putting (17)- (18) to (24) and (26),
Let us partition W to block matrix
each block is K × K . Applying (95) to each block of ,
are ignored since they are zeros according to (91) and (93) under the assumption that angle and Doppler measurements are approximately independent.
Substituting (91) and (93) to (96a), (96b) and (96c) yields
APPENDIX B COMPARING WITH CRLB
Substituting (31) to (76) and taking inverse yield
Using (26), (28) and the block matrix inversion, we obtain 
Noting b k = −r o k with the true value of AOAs, and
it is conclude that 
Hence, according to (102) and (104)
Consequentially, under the small noise conditions (77), comparing (48), (76) and (105) shows that
holds.
APPENDIX C CRLB OF AOA AND DOPPLER USING MODEL (6)
The AOA and Doppler frequency are estimated from single observation frame given by (8) independently. For simplicity and convenience, the subscript k for denoting the k-th frame is dropped bellow, r = bĀs + η.
A ands are (9b) and (9c) dropping k . The unknowns are denoted by
whereb = [ {b}, {b}]. Under the assumption that noise η is independent across time and array elements, whose covariance matrix is σ 2 I MN , we can find the expression of FIM from [38] ,
Partitioning the FIM to block form,
the blocks are given as follow, 
where 
